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ABSTRACT
Many journalists and newsrooms now incorporate audience contributions in their sourcing practices by leveraging user-generated content (UGC). However, their sourcing needs and practices as they seek information from UGCs are still not deeply understood by researchers or well-supported in tools. This paper first reports the results of a qualitative interview study with nine professional journalists about their UGC sourcing practices, detailing what journalists typically look for in UGCs and elaborating on two UGC sourcing approaches: deep reporting and wide reporting. These findings then inform a human-centered design approach to prototype a UGC sourcing tool for journalists, which enables journalists to interactively filter and rank UGCs based on users’ example content. We evaluate the prototype with nine professional journalists who source UGCs in their daily routines to understand how UGC sourcing practices are enabled and transformed, while also uncovering opportunities for future research and design to support journalistic sourcing practices and sensemaking processes.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → HCI design and evaluation methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Journalistic sourcing, or seeking timely information for reporting, is a key element to successful news production. Nowadays, user-generated content (UGC), including everything from forum posts, to social media, comments, weblogs, and callout surveys, serves as a pool of initial sources and tips for a new or ongoing story, and can help journalists gain new contacts or receive information for follow-up stories [78]. For instance, comments, as a form of UGC, offer not only a forum for critique but also a diverse set of alternative opinions, perspectives, and interpretations from a range of community sources, which can lead to stronger and more rigorous journalism [24]. Callout surveys (i.e., asking audiences to respond to a specific request) are another form of UGC that engages in targeted outreach via multiple channels, including emails, SMS, website or Google forms and can enable voting, witnessing, sharing personal experiences, tapping specialized expertise, completing a task, and more generally just engaging audiences [47]. More broadly, social media, where large volumes of UGC diffuse, enables journalists to interactively contact readers and promises to enable more direct connections to elites, the voices of the people, and regions that are difficult to access [74]. To unify these various types of UGCs, we use the broader conception and typology of “audience material” [77] in this study.

The deluge of information brought by UGCs has provided opportunities for newsrooms, but also unanticipated challenges. Prior HCI research suggests multiple challenges with sourcing from UGCs, including determining the credibility, quality, and relevance of UGC while also preventing the spread of misinformation [11, 40]. For instance, one study found that 32 major U.S. news outlets had referred to at least one Russian IRA tweet as a source when reporting partisan opinions from 2015 to 2017 [35]. Respondents in another study suggested that UGCs could undermine journalistic values unless carefully monitored, a practice that doesn’t always fit easily within traditional newsroom routines [64]. Current journalistic sourcing practices therefore need to be explored to better support those practices in sociotechnical systems.

Journalists working online typically have less time for researching stories [68], and the online news format puts additional pressure on rapid updates, often reflecting a "relatively loose culture of corroboration" [70]. Online news platforms are in constant competition with other news outlets, sometimes by “fractions of seconds” [69]. Some tools have explored different design approaches and functions to support monitoring and identifying newsworthy information, curating news, and validating news sources from UGC platforms under this pressure [17, 18, 67, 80]. However, there is more limited research on how to design tools that help explore and deeply investigate a range of UGCs in a way that effectively supports varied journalistic sourcing needs and practices. In this work, we focus on text-based UGCs reflecting “audience experiences” (case studies contributed in response to a news story), “audience stories” (story tip-offs from the audience which are not on the news agenda), and
“audience comments” (opinions shared in response to a call to action) [77], rather than on other UGC data types (e.g., user geography, eyewitness images/videos).

To help journalists find interesting leads and newsworthy text-based audience materials, and to introduce UGCs into journalists’ reporting process more efficiently via tool design, in this paper we seek to understand UGC sourcing practices, to design tools to effectively support these practices, and to propose broad design suggestions that connect news reporting to information sensemaking processes [53]. We first report the results of an initial qualitative interview study with nine professional journalists who have experience in UGC monitoring and sourcing working at a range of local, national, and international news organizations. Based on the insights from this study, we develop several reporting scenarios as well as design goals to guide the development of a UGC sourcing tool. We then detail the development of this prototype tool and present an evaluation of the system with nine professional journalists who have experience sourcing stories from UGCs. Findings from the evaluation indicate that the prototype is able to help identify desired content for journalists, and indicate several broad suggestions and opportunities for future work in designing tools to support journalistic sourcing and sensemaking processes.

This work offers four main contributions, including: (1) The articulation of journalistic tasks, approaches, and needs related to UGC sourcing practices based on an initial qualitative interview study with practitioners; (2) The development of design goals and a journalistic sourcing tool to enhance journalists’ efficiency of sourcing from UGCs using a scenario-based design approach informed by the initial interview study; (3) An evaluation of the sourcing tool with professional journalists in order to examine the utility of the prototype and explore its potential to effectively support journalistic practices; and (4) The identification of design and research opportunities for future tools to support journalists by relating our evaluation results to an information sensemaking model [53]. These contributions help to elaborate domain-specific needs and ways forward to better support journalistic sourcing practices through more advanced computational tools and interfaces.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we motivate our research questions by drawing on literature related to how traditional sourcing practices are evolving with respect to the modern media ecosystem, and what kind of current tools support journalistic practices around UGCs.

2.1 The Evolution of Journalistic Sourcing Practices

Journalists often rely on expert knowledge when they gather and verify news or explain and contextualize events [39]. Traditional journalism practices reflect a hierarchical interpretation where only a certain set of professionals and elite stakeholders decide what information to publish to the public [75]. Theories such as gatekeeping (i.e., the process of culling and crafting information into a limited number of messages [62]) and the “two-step flow” model (i.e., messages flow from mass media to opinion leaders to the general public) [30, 62], highlight the hierarchies structured around these gatekeepers—journalists and opinion leaders—and have historically tended to disregard how ordinary people interact with the communication process. The Hierarchy of Influences model suggests reasons for why journalists prefer elite sourcing, outlining how personal relationships, relevance, accessibility, willingness to talk, and credibility are several key elements behind journalistic source selection [20, 33, 61].

But traditional journalistic sourcing practices are also evolving alongside changes in the digital media ecosystem [28, 66]. News production processes have become increasingly intertwined with influences from a broader array of stakeholders, including distribution platforms, algorithms, and audiences [75]. Traditional gatekeeping theory has evolved to include more stakeholders, including UGC platforms and the algorithms behind them [76]. Platforms can work as part of broader sociotechnical gatekeeping practices since they can contribute both to news distribution and news production, acting to influence both consumer attention as well as various gatekeepers prior to publication [16, 26, 51]. HCI researchers have acknowledged these changes in stakeholders and provided journalists with digital creativity support tools to discover and examine creative angles [37] and studied journalists’ roles [11] within new and emerging digital news ecosystems. The one-way broadcast era is ending, and the role of journalists is fundamentally shifting away from being the only providers of information to instead being responsible for finding “credible, authoritative voices in a noisy world” [16], since unmediated content is not subject to the traditional quality criteria of news publication processes [25] and journalists may collaborate with and coach the crowd in reporting processes on UGC platforms [11]. In this new media ecology, ordinary citizens (or “real people” as described by [21, 65]) “play an active role in collecting, reporting, analyzing, and disseminating news and information” [4].

The shifts in journalistic sourcing practices within the rapidly changing digital media ecosystem have created new opportunities for newsrooms to tap into UGC in news production [1]. For instance, mobile phones have created easy ways, such as SMS messages and customized mobile applications, for newsrooms to solicit UGC submissions (specifically video and photo submissions) from their audience [72]. HCI Research in mining UGC (primarily focused on social media due to their low barriers and large volume) has shown different design tasks in the news cycle, from news discovery, to curation of news, validation of content, and newsgathering dashboards [80]. Journalists may listen to audiences for a number of reasons, such as witnessing, observing personal experiences and stories, and tapping into specialized expertise [5]. Audiences can share what they see during a breaking event, natural catastrophe, or through life experiences, and contribute unique knowledge. For instance, the BBC has used UGCs as a form of tip-off in order to add depth, weight, and detail to a story, as well as to write investigative articles, which come from people who “have the first-hand experience of the story or at the location where the story is taking place” [78]. Journalists may include information from social media because it’s newsworthy or as a way to support or exemplify a story. In some cases, individual tweets or interaction between various agents on Twitter can trigger news coverage [6]. UGCs from social media have been used to add flavor to an anecdote from someone directly involved [5].
Researchers foresaw that journalistic sourcing cultures would become more open to diverse and alternative sources due to the abundance of UGCs [27, 54]. And many newsrooms have already integrated UGC content into news reporting practices, including ProPublica, The Washington Post, The New York Times, and others [41]. Over the past few years UGC content has been increasingly accepted as a legitimate source of information in mainstream U.S. media outlets [41, 57]. One study found that from 2013 to 2017, 9.2% of news articles cited at least one social media post as a source [57]. Another comparative study of mainstream media outlets also found an increase in social media sources among The New York Times, The Guardian, and Süddeutsche Zeitung in recent years [74]. However, the verification of online sources is full of challenges [33], including constantly changing environments, lack of action and cooperation with data owners, and lack of reliable reach data [40]. Research has also found that some types of news, including breaking news and crisis news, benefit from online sources to provide faster news updates and include more diversity of voices shortly after an event [11, 66], while the usage of UGCs in non-breaking news events is still under-explored. An in-depth understanding of current sourcing practices across newsrooms, including the various practices for leveraging different types of UGCs (e.g., comments, social media posts, or survey call out responses) as well as the ways in which UGCs fulfill various sourcing needs, is still largely missing. This leads to our first research question:

- **RQ1**: What are journalists’ sourcing needs and practices as they seek information from UGCs?

### 2.2 Tools to Support Journalistic Practices Around UGC

A range of tools and interfaces have been developed to assist journalists with gathering information and identifying newsworthy items from UGC, from event and eyewitness detection to source curation and verification.

Many tools aggregate and visualize UGC content to help users interactively identify newsworthy information. *Vox Civitas* is a tool to help journalists and media professionals identify news from aggregations of social media content around broadcast events. The tool presents tweets aligned to a video clip, a topic timeline, a message volume graph, a sentiment timeline, and salient keywords related to the broadcast event over time [18]. *RevEx* is another example of an analytic platform built to help journalists search and visualize crowd-sourced reviews on healthcare providers from Yelp using keyword and faceted search [19]. Tools such as *SocialSensor* as well as commercial apps including *Geofeedia* and *Spike*, have been found to be helpful for journalists in terms of finding original news, detecting trends, and verifying information from social media platforms [67]. *Seriously Rapid Source Review (SRRS)* incorporates advanced aggregations, analytic computations, and cues that can be helpful for journalists to find interesting and trustworthy information sources, including eyewitnesses, who have potential to provide relevant content [17].

Other tools have been designed to help journalists with real-time or geographically-oriented monitoring. *CityBeat* is a system designed to find possible news events by analyzing real-time geotagged information from social media and visualizing the stories for journalists. A deployment of the system into professional newsrooms found that it favored certain types of news events and was biased to certain populations and interests, highlighting a key challenge in identifying representative content from UGCs [58], a challenge that emerges again in the current work and which we address in our prototype design. Systems can also help journalists monitor UGCs for new and emerging events by automatically detecting surprises, anomalies, and changes [15] or by using a predefined set of keywords or hashtags to collect data [80]. *Hotstream* is an early approach to group and detect breaking news from Twitter, ranked based on popularity, reliability factors, and keyword (e.g., “#breakingnews”) search [52]. Another system, *Tracer*, is an automated Twitter monitoring system deployed at Reuters News, which helps journalists both detect and evaluate breaking news events [34].

Oftentimes tools focused on social media emphasize validating sources and fighting against rumors and fake news. For instance, the *Pheme* project uses machine-learning techniques to help journalists observe the veracity of potential rumors propagating on social media, find reliable sources, and recognize how rumors surface and develop [12]. *RumorLens* provides a dashboard tool for journalists to visualize data from Twitter, identify rumors as they appear, and assess their spread of propagation and the extent to which these rumor messages have been subject to correction on the platform [56]. *TwitterTrails* [42] can identify when rumors first appear on Twitter, how they propagate, and the ways they might have been corrected. *The Dashboard* [71], designed as a social media verification tool, can capture temporal fluctuations and surface stories from Twitter data for journalists.

Many aspects of supporting journalistic practices around UGC sourcing are explored by researchers and journalists as discussed above. There are clearly a wide range of tasks and journalistic contexts in which UGC is relevant. Perhaps the closest to the current work is the *CommentIQ* system [49], which demonstrated the journalistic need to be able to identify sources from comments. Yet, that work was still narrowly focused on comments rather than the wider array of UGCs which we consider here, and it was tailored to comment moderation tasks rather than more broadly considering how reporters and editors may want to find sources from UGC. In contrast to many of the other tools cited above, the current work focuses on different use scenarios that are less event-oriented or geared towards breaking news, and more driven by other journalistic contexts and goals in making sense of UGC content from sources such as comments or survey call-outs. In this work, we adopt a wider lens and build on the insights of many of these prior tools to inform the design requirements of our own prototype, which we elaborate further in Section 4.2. Through the design and evaluation of this tool with moderators, reporters and editors, we strive to further develop human-centered insights that can inform the design of effective journalistic sourcing tools by contextualizing our evaluation results in terms of information sensemaking (see Section 6.2). This leads to our second research question:

- **RQ2**: How can we design tools to effectively support journalistic sourcing practices from UGCs?
3 STUDY OF UGC SOURCING PRACTICES

In this section, we describe our effort to address RQ1 by undertaking a qualitative interview study with nine professional journalists. We first describe the procedure and methods for the study, and then elaborate our findings on UGC reporting approaches and broader journalistic information needs met by UGCs. These findings provide insights that help inform the design goals for our prototype described in Section 4.

3.1 Study Methods

We collected data from early 2019 to early 2020 in the form of nine in-depth interviews with full-time professional staff journalists working within U.S. newsrooms in editorial roles that incorporated UGC in their practices. All interviews were conducted via voice calls using a semi-structured interview guide. The interview guide consisted of a set of 10 initial questions, with additional follow-up questions if relevant. The initial questions covered internal workflow around UGC sourcing practices, the motivations behind using UGCs as news sources, examples of participants’ UGC sourcing projects, and challenges and problems with journalistic sourcing from UGCs.

We first identified potential interviewees through contacts from professional journalists known to us for their activities in community engagement. We also searched Google, LinkedIn, and Twitter with relevant job titles (e.g. “community editor” and “audience editor”) in news organizations. Finally, we used snowball sampling by asking interviewees for references to other relevant practitioners. These recruiting methods resulted in nine interviewees (I1 ... I9), of which three held reporter roles, six held editor roles, and two held moderator roles (two interviewees had both editor and moderator roles). Six interviewees identified as female, and three as male. Interviewees were from regional topical newsrooms (N = 2), local public radio (N = 1), and some of the biggest (inter-)national news organizations in the U.S. (N = 6). Interviews ranged from 36 to 60 minutes (Median = 52 minutes). We include Table 1 for more information about each interviewee, including their role and organizational context.

Audio recordings of the interviews were transcribed and then qualitatively analyzed using a thematic analysis approach [22], incorporating iterative coding, constant comparison, and memoing [9]. Transcripts were first open coded to identify salient excerpts and organize those into preliminary categories. As we coded, excerpts were iteratively grouped to ensure they formed coherent thematic ideas. Memos and diagrams of the themes were written to help make sense of and reflect our understandings of UGC sourcing and, because analysis was ongoing during the interview process, to help conceptually shape future interviews. Throughout the process, analyst triangulation was practiced by discussing the themes and memos between the co-authors.

3.2 Findings

The outcome of our analytic process resulted in the identification of two high-level approaches or practices related to how journalists use UGC, as well as a number of specific information needs. In the following subsections we first present the two high-level sourcing approaches identified, deep reporting and wide reporting. We then elaborate what journalists look for in UGC content based on the main themes that emerged from our interviews, specifically we introduce journalistic information needs for personal experience and expertise, community responses and trends, questions, and different viewpoints and opinions. These findings motivate our design to support journalistic UGC sourcing discussed in Section 4.

3.2.1 Two UGC Sourcing Approaches. Even though different newsrooms have different approaches when using UGCs in their reporting because of different editorial values and needs, we observed two distinct approaches towards sourcing that emerged from the interviews: deep reporting and wide reporting. These approaches are not mutually exclusive and can be complementary when journalists source UGCs. For both deep and wide reporting approaches, it is essential for journalists to have users’ contact information to validate information with the sources. As stated by I5, journalists “have to verify, and obviously sometimes online sources can make it more of a challenge to verify,” so they try to acquire respondents’ emails and/or phone numbers by either asking them directly on whatever platform they contribute to, or asking them to fill out such information in their callouts and surveys. We characterize and contrast the two approaches in Table 2 and detail them more in the following subsections.

3.2.1.1 Deep Reporting. Deep reporting involves finding and investigating specific people of interest with a particular perspective or expertise that journalists want to pursue. It tends to be more hypothesis-driven. To write a feature story or an extensive investigation, journalists must build strong connections with their sources found from UGCs. Whoever contributes the desired UGC posts will be invited to “join the investigation and join reporting.” (I1) Journalists then interview interesting contributors, listen to them to shape the investigation and may eventually use them as sources in their final report. I4 described an interesting workflow example using callouts to find their leads:

We were trying to find people who participated in the study or may have been part of it. But we were not getting the records that we needed ... So we put out a callout basically ... looking for people who are affected by this study, and we got an email from a woman ... We ended up working with her really really closely on retelling the story of her son’s experience through her journal entries.

I1 shared a different workflow that she uses when monitoring comments. In this type of workflow, journalists are more likely to write a follow-up story instead of starting a new one since they were already reviewing comments from a previous story:

If someone leaves a comment and says I have experience with this company and I XYZ ... We’re not going to, we can’t [directly pull out their contact information]. If our journalists want to contact them, then they’ll go into the comments and say hey, you know we’d love to talk to you. Here’s my email address if you’d like to reach out there.
Table 1: Interviewee Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Role/Title</th>
<th>Type of Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>Head of Audience</td>
<td>International News Outlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>Chief of Staff and Associate Director of Policy</td>
<td>U.S. State Topical News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>Director of Growth</td>
<td>U.S. State Topical News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>Engagement Reporter</td>
<td>Large Non-Profit U.S. News Outlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>Community Editor</td>
<td>Large U.S. News Outlet 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>Director of Training, Professional Development and Operations</td>
<td>Local Public Radio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I7</td>
<td>Editorial Director</td>
<td>Large U.S. News Outlet 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I8</td>
<td>Journalist and Partner Manager</td>
<td>Large Non-Profit U.S. News Outlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I9</td>
<td>Community Editor</td>
<td>Large U.S. News Outlet 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this approach, the representativeness of the person within the community doesn’t necessarily matter that much since journalists want to “go deep” to investigate a personal experience exposed by the UGC post. Finding UGCs is just a first step in a much longer reporting process. The contributors may even be involved in the actual writing process, providing deep insights and helping to shape the story. The content of the UGCs works more as an identifier of someone who then becomes a source, instead of acting as a quick piece of content that might get embedded or quoted.

I6 explained in detail why his newsroom prefers this reporting approach. For his newsroom, the UGC volume they receive from platforms is small enough that his newsroom can review them all, which allows them to be focused in the reporting and build stronger connections with contributors. The newsroom editorial values lead to this preference too: “[We] want to start from a very different relationship of editors with the public that they’re serving.” His newsroom felt very uncomfortable deciding what they were going to be reporting on all the time without actually checking with members of the public who were supposed to be consuming it. By introducing the community to their investigative process, even going so far as to include them in decisions about what direction to take, the real relationship with the person who contributed “makes a huge difference in the editorial outcome,” and the public is able to help journalists “direct their journalism.”

3.2.1.2 Wide Reporting. Wide reporting involves exploring the overall community reactions through collecting, analyzing, and interpreting representative, unanticipated, and dissenting responses. It tends to be more open-ended but is still shaped around journalistic goals or interests. If journalists are writing a wrap-up or a community response article, they need to find the most interesting stories out of many UGCs and make sure they are representative and reflect editorial values by incorporating dissenting opinions to achieve a variety of viewpoints. Stakeholders, locations, and political leanings may be considered. In the end, they try to look for a range of stories, perspectives, or viewpoints on an issue from the whole community. In this case, journalists may use direct quotes from UGC, and they focus more on organizing the identified personal experiences and quotes instead of writing articles closely with the contributors. I3 explained their workflow around UGC sourcing, specifically when they try to report on a specific topic from different angles (i.e., overall questions, missing voices, etc.) by reaching out to their target audiences via callout surveys:

The first thing we do is say, “What question would we like to ask a group of teachers or a group of parents? What piece of information or what voice is missing from this article?” So then that helps us decide what the actual questions are going to be in the set. And we usually try to keep it pretty brief... Then we actually create the survey and then we go over to our e-mail platform... we start following up with people if they’ve given us their name or email. And then we just incorporate the responses we’re getting both from the poll and from our follow up calls [with callout responders] into the article.

Here is another wide reporting workflow example when monitoring a different UGC format (comments) from I5, where journalists consider as many perspectives as possible:

We did a piece about young evangelicals, and it got a ton of comments. If we did a reader roundup, we would sit down and... [count] X amount of readers who voiced this opinion, and this is what Sarah in Oklahoma said. And we would go through and take really good comments and just give a general synopsis of the different things that we’ve done. We would pick... positive comments and interesting ones and controversial comments. And this is what the dissenting voices said. And that’s one kind of follow up.

For both callouts and comments, this type of article writing workflow requires a much larger volume of UGCs than the previous workflow, and representativeness matters to a much greater
extent. Journalists try to find diverse respondents and reflect that diversity in their writing. Not only do journalists care about personal stories, but they also care about dissenting opinions and community trends. The large volume of UGCs here is not a disadvantage. On the contrary, it allows journalists to do analysis based on UGCs, notice community interests more quickly and easily, and report the findings in categories found from UGCs. It specifically mentioned that “just because one person writes to complain about something doesn’t mean that it’s actually impacting a large number of people,” and thus they really look for “trends and patterns” in the content.

3.2.2 What Do Journalists Look for in UGC Content? Prior work has shown that journalists may listen to audiences as part of their crowdsourcing practices for reasons such as witnessing, sharing personal experiences and stories, and tapping into specialized expertise [6]. In our interviews, we find that journalists engage with their audience across the full news production cycle, not only for crowdsourcing audiences’ experiences and expertise, but also to meet other informational and journalistic needs. Interviewees emphasized the importance of personal experience and expertise, but also shared that they use UGCs to find new stories via tips from posts and to shape follow-up stories with audience responses and trends, questions, and different viewpoints. While journalists expressed different forces on their use of UGCs, including the drive for more traffic and engagement, use was most often framed in terms of the journalistic purposes of supporting and interacting with the community as a public service. Note that these information needs can be sought in both approaches and are broadly applicable in UGC sourcing practices.

3.2.2.1 Personal experience and expertise. When journalists look for news tips in a specific topic for a news story when they don’t have sources, they will, according to I1, ask their audience and community, “Do you know something about this topic?” or “Do you have a tip?” Every interviewee mentioned how compelling expertise and first-person experiences are: “I always think that the most compelling comments are when people say, ‘I worked in this industry for X amount of time,’ or something that shows that they have specific experience or insight that might be more than other people... in that topic” (I1). As described by I9, personal experience can be searched for by using linguistic features, such as “I am” or “I have X” or “I work in something.” When it comes to contributors with specific expertise, journalists can also “bookmark” information from these contributors based on their previous commenting histories: “If the commenter has a good reputation for having comments... that would be really great [to find these people]” (I1).

3.2.2.2 Community responses and trends. Many interviewees mentioned their desire to observe community responses and trends through quality conversations in UGC posts. I1 mentioned that a “story with a lot of interesting comments about a topic that has already really engaged our readers... and already getting a lot of quality conversation... [is] a perfect identifier that this is going to be a good topic for us to continue the conversation and follow up.” Though sometimes the volume of likes or replies could signal community interests and trends, interviewees argued that sometimes it is not enough to capture the quality of popular UGCs; instead, they look for quality conversations in response to specific UGCs. I7 indicated that the quality of replies has more power than the number of replies and thumbs-up: “If somebody shares [writes] a story, it inspires other people to share [reply with] all kinds of other anecdotes, then that’s how you know... you have hit on something people really want to read about, as opposed to people just being like, ‘Yeah, I agree with your complaints.’” This approach gauges how readers respond to previous news reporting and helps journalists better shape their future reporting. Long conversations mean “something if your work is very focused on impact because I think the longer people keep talking the more they might be... motivated to act on something that affect[s] them” (I4). Journalists do also monitor community responses via the number of people sharing articles, “Facebook shares is our metrics of success because what we’ve generally found is that most reasonable debate on Facebook occurs on people’s walls and Facebook pages because it’s [about] our personal lives.” (I3)

3.2.2.3 Questions. Questions raised by readers are an important mechanism for feedback as they help indicate whether a journalist might have presented something in a confusing way. As I7 reflected, “I would say the first thing you want to do is just look for questions and see if there are any commonalities in what confused people or where people are all asking a follow-up question.” Questions can be easily detected by looking for question marks and language like, “I’m wondering about how this affects my neighborhood” (I4).

---

**Table 2: Characterizing and Contrasting The Two Approaches**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deep reporting</th>
<th>Wide Reporting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope of Interest for Sources</strong></td>
<td>Specific people of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope of Interest for Content</strong></td>
<td>More hypothesis-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Story Type</strong></td>
<td>A feature story or an extensive investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Size</strong></td>
<td>Could be smaller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content Representativeness and Diversity</strong></td>
<td>Not necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Connections with Contributors</strong></td>
<td>Stronger connections to direct investigation and verify information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Questions raised by readers can be a good indicator for whether journalists should write a follow-up story and could help journalists shape their stories in a specific direction. I6 mentioned that one of their projects actually “feature[s] stories in response to user-generated questions from the public.” I4 also mentioned that “if somebody has a further question about the issue, then that person can shape how it might approach another story or another follow up. I think it’s really valuable, not even just for sourcing.”

3.2.2.4 Different viewpoints and opinions. Different viewpoints and opinions can also be interesting for journalists to digest as part of their process. I4 mentioned there is a need for information when the community is talking about a particular angle to a story that they have not yet considered, such as “That doesn’t sound quite right to me,” or “That’s not what I experienced.” Journalists are also actively trying to reach other populations that are typically not easily reached. I3 mentioned, “We’re always having to think about how we can reach other populations that aren’t as engaged with our content, especially in more rural communities.” I5 added that “an interesting point of view on something that no one else considered” can be a useful UGC. I7 said that these different viewpoints and opinions could be detected by extreme sentiments, which could be quantified by sentiment analysis tools. In both starting new stories and writing follow-up stories, journalists don’t necessarily fully understand the topic they plan to report on, and they can use UGCs as a way to get more knowledge and gauge public reactions to lead their future reporting.

4 PROTOTYPE INTERFACE AND INTERACTION DESIGN

In this section, we describe the design of a UGC sourcing tool. We first develop several scenarios based on the approaches and journalistic information needs that emerged in our findings reported in the last section. We then introduce several design goals based on the crystallization of our interview results, needs in our scenarios, and what we learned from prior systems and evaluations in this area. We illustrate and evaluate algorithms to support each design goal. Finally, we introduce the interaction and visual design of the interactive prototype to support these design goals.

4.1 Scenario Development

Based on the findings from our initial interview study (described in section 3), we identified several needs for journalistic sourcing using UGCs. Information needs include ways to find personal experiences and expertise, community responses and trends, questions, and different viewpoints and opinions. We also identified two overarching approaches to sourcing (i.e., deep reporting vs. wide reporting). These needs and approaches begin to articulate a design space for journalistic sourcing from UGCs. To better understand this design space and surface additional design requirements, we wrote three detailed scenarios that explored different combinations of needs and approaches emerging from our interviews [8]. The three detailed scenarios include: (1) finding personal stories and expertise for wide reporting, (2) finding community responses and trends, questions, and different/dissenting viewpoints for wide reporting, and (3) finding particular people of interest or with specific expertise for deep reporting.

This scenario-based design process helped us to better understand the context in which our prototype system might help journalists more effectively use UGCs in their sourcing practices. Ideally, a tool might be able to fully meet all journalistic information needs while also providing the ability to inform both focused and wide reporting approaches. However, here we decided to scope our effort towards supporting finding personal stories and viewpoints for wide reporting (scenarios #1 and #2) rather than finding particular people for deep reporting (scenario #3). This allows users to focus on the UGC content rather than the contributors of that content, and to evaluate the tool outside of an extended deployment that might be needed to understand the deep investigative process. We elaborate the final version of the scenarios in the context of a specific New York Times (NYT) article that shared U.S. immigrants stories of how they were told to “Go back to where you came from.” These scenarios are visible in the prototype UI and serve to guide the evaluation procedure by setting a context for the participants in the study (see section 5).

4.1.1 Scenario for Evaluation. The final scenarios focusing on the wide-reporting approach follow and were adapted for use in the evaluation:

After President Trump attacked four Democratic congresswomen of color in his tweets “Why don’t they go back and help fix the totally broken and crime infested places from which they came”, you, as a community editor, decided to write two community response articles by asking readers if they had been told to “go back”. A huge number of responses flooded in and overwhelmed you, making it difficult to find the most representative and interesting responses. Therefore, you decided to try this system to help you organize all the responses and finish the two articles on time. The first article you are trying to write is an “investigation” article, in which you will focus on the specific angle of “go back” stories [Note: this information need is derived from Section 3.2.2.1], by looking at the community’s discussions of this angle. For this article, you want to find as many interesting stories as possible with this angle from different people. The second article, on the other hand, is to present as many viewpoints as possible from the responses in the data, along with several representative responses for each viewpoint [Note: this information need is derived from Section 3.2.2.2 and Section 3.2.2.4]. You want to produce an article incorporating a range of experiences, summarizing as many of the perspectives from the community’s discussions as possible.

4.2 Design Goals

Based on the insights of our previous study and the crystallization of user requirements and needs in our scenarios here we detail three design goals for our tool. We iteratively designed and developed our prototype to support these design goals (see Figure 1):

- **DG1. Rankings and Representativeness**: As discussed in Table 2, representativeness is essential to wide reporting, and we aim to support representativeness via rankings. Users should be able to see UGC posts ranked according to how representative they are of the posts in the dataset. This design goal is meant to help users better understand the gist of the

community discussions, responses, or posts (See sections 3.2.1.2 and 3.2.2.2). We use a ranking UI since rankings are able to communicate a degree of relevance without filtering away information that may be of interest [16].

• **DG2. Interactive Re-ranking:** Users should be able to interact with the dataset by selecting and pivoting around posts of interest based on any particular sourcing needs they are pursuing. Once users indicate interest, such as by selecting posts in the dataset, or writing an example post to act as a query (similar to what journalists described in section 3.2.2.1), ranking of posts should be refreshed to make similar posts easier to find. This design goal is meant to support users in iteratively finding posts that reflect an interest in particular experiences, expertise, or questions (see sections 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.3).

• **DG3. Cluster and Diversity:** UGC posts should be clustered to support efficient browsing of different groupings of viewpoints to fulfill the needs mentioned in section 3.2.2.4. Users should also be able to select the data based on these groups and see summary labels to better support browsability. This design goal is meant to help users explore different angles from the dataset and support the wide-reporting scenario, which is our focus for this prototype (see section 3.2.1.2).

### 4.3 Algorithms to Support the Design Goals

Here we discuss how we designed the algorithms used to support each of the design goals in the prototype. UGC posts should be represented in a way that captures and makes comparable the semantic details of the posts. Averaging word embeddings is a simple yet powerful method to construct document embeddings and to capture meaning for every UGC post while reducing computational complexity [31, 44], and we decide to apply this approach to support our design goals.

#### 4.3.1 DG1: Ranking and Representativeness

Users have the need to grasp all posts in a short period of time. To support this need, we must first define and then computationally operationalize representativeness so we can provide users with a ranking from most to least representative accordingly. In this work, we define representativeness simply as the most semantically “average” post from all posts, captured by the embedding space. To operationalize each post according to this definition, we use the distance between its own average word embedding and the centroid of the whole database’s embedding vectors to find how average a post is. The more “average” a post is, the closer it should be to the centroid. Therefore, we define the default ranking as the distance between each post and the centroid, from closest to furthest (for a primer on these methods, see [63]).

#### 4.3.2 DG2: Interactive Re-Ranking

To customize the ranking according to a user’s inputs, such as a post provided as a query by example or a selection of posts identified as interesting, we define our re-ranking algorithm to sort the full list of posts and return a list of semantically similar posts compared to the input post, captured by the embedding space. We operationalize the re-ranking algorithm using the cosine similarity between the average embedding vector of users’ inputs and each post’s average word embedding vector. The higher the cosine similarity is, the more similar the post is compared to the users’ inputs in terms of the semantics captured by the embedding space. Therefore, the re-ranking sorts all posts by the cosine similarities from the closest post to the furthest post based on the distance.

#### 4.3.3 DG3: Cluster and Diversity

Users also need to understand the whole dataset from different perspectives and angles so they can understand the community’s discussions more broadly. To support this goal, we implement a clustering function by using a K-means algorithm on the whole dataset’s word embedding vector space and elbow methods to identify the optimal k from 2 to 10 automatically [38]. We label each cluster by using the top five words within every cluster (ignoring stop words and words that appear in more than 85% of posts or less than 2 posts) based on TF-IDF scores from each cluster so users could understand each cluster’s key ideas. We also rank posts for each cluster from the most representative (i.e. closest to the centroid of the cluster) to the least representative when filtering the posts. However, once users provide inputs in the system, the system uses the re-ranking algorithm described in section 4.3.2.

### 4.4 Evaluation of UGC Representation in Word Embeddings

In order to support DG1, DG2, and DG3, UGC posts are represented using average word embedding methods. To select a performant method for our tool, here we report a comparison of different methods, including the average of pre-trained Word2Vec word embeddings (trained on Google news) [43], the average of pre-trained BERT embeddings (BERT BASE model, trained on Wikipedia and Book corpus dataset) [13], the average of Glove embeddings (trained on Wikipedia and Gigaword) [50], and Doc2Vec embeddings trained on a random sample of 100,000 NYT comments collected via their public API 3. For the evaluation, we use a dataset from a callout survey used by the Washington Post in writing an article 4. The dataset includes the full text of both published and unpublished responses but omits names, emails and other contact information (N = 472). The dataset was shared with the researchers for evaluation after the story was published. This dataset is particularly helpful because it encodes editorial evaluations of the posts: responses have already been clustered into semantic groupings (e.g. “The Nationals are what made us Washingtonians”) and published if deemed sufficiently interesting by professional journalists. For each published response (N = 18), we compute a ranking based on the cosine similarity between that response and every other response in the dataset. In other words, we simulate the situation where each published response (which are known to be of editorial interest) is used to re-rank the rest of the dataset. Within each ranking, we assess precision based on whether responses come from the same semantic grouping (i.e. category) as defined by the journalists. We then calculate the mean average precision (MAP) score for each ranking to compare them.

---

3https://developer.nytimes.com/docs/community-api-product/1/overview

Figure 1: The prototype includes: (A) Overview and Instructions, (B) Load in Data: users can select demo/scenario data, (C) Scenarios for Usage, (D) Query by Example: users can provide an example experience or viewpoint to find more similar experiences or viewpoints by writing in the textbox, (E) Refresh Ranking: users can refresh the order of the dataset based on their selections and/or their example input, (F) Filter by Groups: users can choose to only browse certain groups in the dataset, and (G) Results: users can select comments by clicking the comments below and then refreshing the ranking based on similarities between selections and the rest of the dataset.
We observe that BERT has the highest MAP score (MAP = 0.2284), followed by Doc2Vec (MAP = 0.2222) and Word2Vec (MAP = 0.2152). Glove has the lowest MAP score (MAP = 0.1488). Therefore, we decide to use BERT embeddings in our system. One thing to keep in mind is that there might be more newsworthy responses from the dataset that might not have been published as part of the article. These MAP results therefore reflect a lower bound on performance, but one which is nonetheless useful for comparing across embedding methods. We consider the implications of using these types of black-box models in the domain of journalism in our discussion.

4.5 Interaction and Visual Design

The prototype interface (See Figure 1) has five key components: Load in Data (buttons), Filter by Groups (dropdown menu), Query by Example (textbox), Results Ranking (buttons), and Results (table). Users can choose different datasets to work with by clicking the demo or scenario dataset (more info described in 5.1), or upload their own dataset, following the same format as the demo and scenario datasets. The default ranking in the results table is ranked by our representativeness measurement (DG1) from most typical posts. Users can then filter the data to only view a certain group of posts by clicking that group in a dropdown menu. Each group in the dropdown menu is labeled by group number and the five top words by TF-IDF scores (DG3). The UI interface also shows the number of visible posts. Users can re-rank the dataset by writing an example experience/viewpoint in the Query by Example textbox and/or by selecting posts in the result table (DG2). For each post shown in the table, we show the published time, name of the contributor, location, and the group name and keywords as the metadata along with the post content itself, so users can get more context from the result table. Figure 2 shows a refreshed ranking (top 3 posts) with an example input as: “I am an immigrant and I came here many years ago to attend university. I once made a comment about a school shooting and one of my other classmates said ‘go back to your own country’...”, and with Group 3 selected. Users can keep refreshing the table by changing and/or adding selections and example queries in the textbox (DG2). Users are the one who make the final decisions about which posts are selected since the interface still show all posts unless they filter out data by groups. Once users are done with the selections and ranking in the table, they can click the "Download Ranked Data" button or "Download Your Selections" button to download their desired data and incorporate it into their broader workflows.

5 EXPLORATORY EVALUATION

In this section, we describe an exploratory evaluation of the prototype system with nine professional journalists to address RQ2. Participants were shown the system and then asked to work through a reporting scenario with the tool as they thought-aloud. The overarching goals of the study were to better understand how the tool and its design goals supported or otherwise impacted UGC sourcing practices, as well as to study the particular features of the system to evaluate their utility or shortcomings so as to inform future design. Our evaluation protocol was informed by the following criteria and underlying driving questions:

- **Sourcing Practices:** To what extent did users think the system supported their work practices in the scenario? How might it have better-supported journalists’ practices in similar sourcing scenarios?
- **Relevance:** How relevant were the posts ranked by the system for users? Why? What other aspects of relevance might be helpful?
- **System Features:** Were there any issues users had in using the system that made it frustrating or difficult? Were there features that were particularly useful, or not useful?

Next we describe the datasets, procedure, and participants for the study, and then elaborate our findings based on a qualitative analysis.

5.1 Datasets

To support our prototype evaluation, we prepared one dataset for demo purposes and one dataset for participants to interact with in the context of specific reporting scenarios. Both datasets consist of comments from NYT news articles, collected using the NYT
Community API\textsuperscript{3}. For the demo dataset, we randomly select 17 comments from one NYT article, *Uber Hit With Cap as New York City Takes Lead in Crackdown*\textsuperscript{6}, to help demonstrate how to use the system to participants. The second dataset we prepared is used by participants in the main phase of the study. This dataset includes all available comments (N=631 at time of collection) for the same NYT article\textsuperscript{7} that we used for scenario development (see section 4.1). The comments are organic community posts around “go back” stories, which serve as a meaningful corpus for participants to accomplish the tasks we ask them to pursue in the scenarios.

5.2 Study Participants

In order to evaluate the prototype, we recruited nine professional journalists who had experience working with UGCs to find news sources. Between May and August, 2020 potential participants were recruited to the study using purposive sampling, defined as the “deliberate seeking out of participants with particular characteristics”\textsuperscript{45}. We recruited people by soliciting journalists on social media platforms (i.e. via Twitter and Google Forms), by emailing journalists who had participated in our interview study presented in Section 3, and by soliciting referrals from each participant. Three participants had taken part in our earlier interview study. Our participants’ jobs range from community editor, engagement reporter, research analyst, journalist, and manager at newsrooms who routinely interact with and source different user-generated content (i.e. callout surveys, comments, social media posts) in their daily practices. Seven interviewees identified as female, and two as male. We include Table 3 for more information about each participant, including their role and organizational context.

5.3 Study Procedure

We first received participants’ verbal consent at the beginning of each evaluation interview. Through online Zoom meetings and screen-sharing with participants, we first demonstrated how to use the system using the demo dataset to show users all the features in the system, including how to refresh the ranking based on their inputs in the textbox and/or selections in the table, how to filter the table based on different groups, what the default ranking means, etc. After the demonstration, we asked participants if they had any questions, and answered accordingly. We then asked the participants to read the scenarios we developed (visible in the UI, see Figure 1) and to then work on the tasks described in the scenarios so they could explore the prototype fully using the scenario dataset. The specific scenarios focused on the *wide reporting* approach identified in Section 3, asking participants to search for specific experiences related to “go back” stories and also explore and try to find different representative viewpoints. We observed how participants interacted with the prototype and asked them to say out loud what they were thinking as they interacted with the system\textsuperscript{60}. After completing the tasks in the scenarios, we then engaged participants in a semi-structured interview, asking several questions related to the relevance of the ranking, the advantages and disadvantages of the system’s features, and their overall assessment of the system.

The sessions were recorded and transcribed for analysis using a thematic analysis approach\textsuperscript{22, 23} that was quite similar to that described in section 3.1, incorporating constant comparison, analyst triangulation, and memoing while also conceptually reflecting the design features of the tool. Sessions lasted 44 to 67 minutes (Median = 55 minutes).

5.4 Findings

In this section we report our findings including high-level overall feedback, as well as more details on participants’ practices with the tool, grouping and ranking features, and other suggestions made by participants to improve the tool.

5.4.1 Overall Feedback. Overall, participants were positive and encouraging about the system’s features and potential uses, regardless of the size of their newsrooms.

5.4.1.1 Positive Feedback. P2 mentioned that the system overall was quite relevant and provided lots of new insights and angles that she could explore. P3 stated, “I could totally see it being useful for the things I’m doing, I wish I could use it right now for various things I’m working on.” P2 said that the tool could be a supplement to the other tools she has been using since she doesn’t “really see a lot of comment tools like this.”

5.4.1.2 Negative Feedback. Participants also raised some critical feedback about the prototype design. An important piece of feedback from several participants was that it takes a while to learn how to use a system such as this including how functions work behind the user interface. But once they got the idea, it was easy to interact (P4). P1 stated that “in order for this to be a tool used in the newsroom and for journalists, it would have to be very easy to use.” More visual cues (i.e., color and bold labeling) could be helpful for journalists to better interact with systems like this (P8). It would also be worthwhile to include more instructions and explanations in the system and more training for users before their usage (P6). All participants asked some questions about the algorithms behind functions, e.g., how the system grouped the posts and ranked the posts, signaling a need for transparency on how algorithms in the tool work, an idea also supported by previous work on designing tools for journalists\textsuperscript{16}.

Another area of critical feedback relates to journalists’ need to override or shape the algorithms. Participants were aware of biases underlying the algorithms and data supporting the tool. As a result, they wanted to override or shape the algorithms since they “don’t trust algorithms” (P9). P6 added that machine learning can only straightforwardly evaluate the language but journalists have their own editorial standards that machine learning algorithms may not prioritize. P9 further suggested that designers ought to work with journalists to improve tool design since a lot of tools are not “specifically built for journalism.”

5.4.2 Overall Workflows. Based on the observation of their interaction with the system, some participants started by searching with their own queries directly, and some started by reading through the posts first. The differences in their workflows could be a result of their actual workflows in their sourcing practices, where some journalists focus more on finding exactly what they need from a
dataset, other journalists are required to read them all in their actual daily routines, as P4, P5 and P6 stressed, or to double check if there are any mistakes from the system (P9). P4 specifically mentioned her urge to read them all, since she deals with callout data, and she doesn’t want to miss anything from the audiences “because people are taking the time to trust us with their stories,” even though many of them might not be helpful. The urge to read them all, even with this tool, also signaled an awareness of potential biases brought by the tool.

If users were using the tool in their real sourcing practices, they might sometimes use the tool in a more exploratory way before developing search strategies:

If I was using this in my newsroom, my first step would be to examine the groups and to read some of the ranks, the top-ranked comments and then use that sorting because like I don’t know what to search by, what to type out in that example experience. I feel like the writing and their experience might be more helpful if I’m like a little bit further along in a project where I read a lot of comments already and want to create like your own personalized search queries at the very beginning. (P4)

In general, users used the filter by group function to filter out things they were not interested in and used query by example and selections to find things they were interested in. When searching for a specific perspective (e.g., arguments from Trump supporters, experiences from women, etc.), all participants used the search by query function by writing an example viewpoint in the textbox to find more similar posts based on their inputs. When participants looked for interesting personal stories, some started with their own example inputs, while others just directly selected some posts in the dataset to search for similar relevant experiences. Once they found interesting posts, they used them to iteratively search for more relevant comments and/or expanded their previous example inputs in the textbox. They also downloaded their selections before they cleared the selections and started another round of searches to keep the selections locally on their computers. The tool also has the potential to explore different levels of groupings via downloading some groups as .csv files and then re-uploading them for further grouping analysis so that journalists can explore new groupings found by the grouping algorithm within a subset of their UGC collections (P9).

5.4.3 Groupings. Users used the grouping function to gauge the trends and different perspectives within the data, as we expected based on DG3. Users noted the number of posts under each group as a way to understand which group needed the most attention. Overall, users thought it was a “really interesting component” (P2) but needs some improvements to make it clear and to simplify it, especially for non-tech savvy users (P1).

5.4.3.1 Positive Feedback. Participants were able to figure out what content the groups reflect by reviewing top posts under each group. P3 stated it was helpful for journalists to quickly understand differences among groups through the group labels, even if they were not entirely accurate. Participants also used the grouping function to filter out posts they were not interested in to save time: “It is really, really helpful, and cuts down a lot of time, especially in the first two groups where those are not even really that helpful.” (P4). The function helps users cut down the volume they need to look at to go through all of the posts (P3 and P4).

5.4.3.2 Negative Feedback. Participants criticized that the keywords were not good labels for each group in our system. “It’s funny because like in this case, all the really interesting examples are grouped under a group three. And the keywords on it don’t make any sense.” (P3) P6 thought that “it might not be worth displaying [keywords] because I find them confusing” P1 mentioned, “So I thought that the group’s idea is definitely interesting. I’m just wondering if the way it’s presented is clear enough.”

5.4.3.3 Suggestions on Filtering and Grouping Design. Participants offered a good deal of feedback on the filter function. One key element is that they want to tag the groups manually or create their own groups (P3 and P7) to override the automatically generated groups. They also hope to choose multiple groups instead of only one group (P3) and to filter out certain groups (e.g., off-topic, overly political discussions, bad grammar and typos, short length) (P3, P4, P5, P6, P7).
P6 and P8). It would also be helpful for them to see an overview and breakdown of the relative size of the groups (P1, P7 and P8) so that it would be easier for them to locate where discussion is concentrated.

5.4.4 Ranking. Overall, participants agreed that “it is truly interesting to be able to type like come up with a theory and have it pull up comments based on how close it can match” (P1), and they were able to find “some things that I didn’t think that I would find [and] some new insights.” (P2) Although some participants argued that the ranking itself might not save them time because they still need to read through them (P6), it is still a “smart and sharp idea to find similarities or differences [in UGC posts]” (P7).

5.4.4.1 Positive Feedback. The default ranking, sorted by representativeness from highest (i.e., the most semantically “average” post from all posts) to lowest, was found to be somewhat helpful by participants. P2 mentioned that the comment rankings in typical comment sections (i.e., ranked by published date) are not that helpful since the top-ranked comments are not great (newsworthy) for journalists, but she believed the ranking provided by our system would be beneficial to a lot of people who look for similar viewpoints and people to talk to.

For re-ranking based on users’ example queries, P2 said, “These comments came up that were in line with what I was trying to ask... It really did switch when I did change my search terms from women to maybe GOP to actually naming like the Senate names; [the ranking] would shift based on my search queries.” P5 thought the results from the example queries were “super relevant” and helped her “start to notice themes as you are reading through, and then inform how you filter [and search].” P5 further mentioned that the results from the refreshed ranking could inspire them to write a better example query.

Participants found the search by selection function to be very helpful and relevant, and “actually more helpful than querying by example” (P3). P3 elaborated this point, emphasizing that exploratory browsing might yield concrete examples that she could then use to re-rank and find other similar comments:

“I’m someone who would rather kind of read through the responses first to see what the different viewpoints are. And then...depending on the callout or depending on what I’m looking for, I would probably read through first and then do a lot of sorting by similarity to a particular comment, rather than doing a query by example.”

5.4.4.2 Negative Feedback. P9 questioned whether the small data sample we provided and analyzed in the default ranking could afford representativeness due to the limited data. And some participants ignored the default ranking and started with their own queries and re-rankings (P2, P3, P8).

From our observations, for re-ranking based on users’ example queries, participants tended to search by short queries, which didn’t result in finding relevant comments (e.g., “I support Trump” in the textbox). And it took a while for them to come up with longer search queries to find more relevant comments (P4). Some participants (P1 and P3) mentioned that the ranking from their own queries was not that relevant. P1 mentioned that she couldn’t find relevant posts by her own inputs. “The results weren’t quite as relevant as I had been hoping for. Maybe [if] I had more time and really played around with that, I would find something that was closer to what I was looking for.”

The contrast in experiences among participants could be a result of their different example queries, and also the limitation of our scenario data, since the scenario data is from a left-leaning platform (i.e., New York Times), as mentioned by P2, and may therefore reflect the biases of the users on that platform (P9).

Many participants also mentioned that they used keyword searches a lot, which made it harder for them to understand the way this particular query function is implemented to find relevant comments based on the semantic relatedness of content rather than direct keyword matches. Also, as discussed by P4, it might not be that easy for participants to come up with a good example query without first reading some posts.

5.4.4.3 Suggestions on Ranking features. Participants mentioned several other dimensions of relevance that could be helpful when querying relevant content, including geographic, demographic, and political information (P1), sentiment (P1, P2, P3, P7 and P8), and recency (P6 and P8). Participants thought that it would be useful for them to have a keyword search in a UGC-sourcing system:

“I don’t know if we switched everything over to a content relevant system how helpful keyword [search] would be, but I do think [keyword search] for some stories was good; let’s say [you’re] trying to figure out how many people died from COVID, seeing the word ‘death’ and being able to search by that in posts. I think it has ended up being kind of helpful for us.” (P4)

5.4.5 Other Scenarios. Participants mentioned the system can be used for many different UGC formats, including news comments, form-based survey data (e.g., callout surveys), or different social media platform data such as comments from YouTube and Facebook. P4 specifically pointed out both short-term and long-term reporting can benefit from the system:

“If we were doing a breaking news kind of story and getting a lot of comments on something that we need to turn around very quickly, I could see that being great. I could see it being great if we were trying to put something together for social media based on some response that we had gotten. And then I can also see it being pretty helpful for like longer term investigations, too. If we... wanted to try to collect all responses from a questionnaire and group them by similarity, I can see it being really, really helpful for that.”

Participants also mentioned that the system could help with their comment moderation (P1), finding misinformation and dissenting information (P2), writing readers’ response articles (P3), brainstorming for new reporting ideas (P5), and shaping future investigation directions (P9).
5.4.6 Other design needs and suggestions. Apart from the feedback mentioned above, we also note several user needs and design suggestions that could be implemented in future systems:

- **Support for collaboration and integration**: As P3 discussed, in their real-life practices, there are multiple people working on a big dataset. And she mentioned it would be useful for multiple users to “be sorting the data together and tagging together.” P5 discussed that it would be helpful for them to compare a couple different datasets since they deal with many callouts at the same time in their actual use-cases, and “it is nice to be able to compare them across one another.” P7 also talked about the need to connect with other platforms (e.g., Google forms).

- **Trace conversations**: It would be helpful for users to be able to trace conversations across UGC posts (P8) so as to better maintain and see relationships between users’ posts.

- **Track progress**: P5 also mentioned that it would be helpful to have a tracker for users “to see where I am in the responses so I know how many I have read through,” similar to what GroundTruth’s Grid offers [73].

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Here we first consider the broader design learning and implications from our initial interview study and subsequent prototype evaluation, before turning towards a deeper look at how journalistic sensemaking practices related to UGC sourcing might be supported more fully. We then offer considerations related to the limitations of our work.

6.1 Understanding and Designing for Journalistic Sourcing from UGCs

In this work, we investigated journalistic sourcing practices, first in a qualitative interview study, and then by designing, building, and evaluating a prototype tool. Our initial qualitative interview study with journalists helps articulate a range of approaches and needs around journalistic sourcing from UGCs. In particular, our findings elaborate: (1) two UGC sourcing approaches which reflect different patterns of use and utility: *deep reporting* and *wide reporting*; and (2) a desire to tap into UGCs to identify personal experience and expertise; community responses and trends, questions, and different viewpoints and opinions. While commercial logics reflecting the need to drive traffic or engagement are present and subtly reflected in respondents’ discussions of “time pressure” in leveraging UGC, the goals of the journalists we interviewed largely reflected deeper commitments to supporting or interacting with the community as a public service.

The evaluation of our prototype showed that our design was useful for journalists to find more similar UGC posts based on content relevance and explore the community’s discussions from different angles. Participants were able to efficiently rank the UGC posts according to their selections and/or inputs to find more relevant content, and explore the dataset from their own perspective. The prototype appeared to encourage journalists to find their desired content more quickly, filter out unneeded content, and explore their data from unexpected angles. The evaluation confirmed that our design goals DG1, DG2 and DG3 were helpful in supporting journalists’ actual sourcing practices. At the same time, feedback on our particular reification of DG2 and DG3 suggests there is further work to do in refining the expression of these goals in future systems. For instance, re-ranking based on content-based semantic similarity search (i.e., written input or selected examples) was found to be an interesting and useful model for interacting with the data; however, it needs additional research to reach its full potential (discussed further below). Still, participants expressed their actual need for a tool such as this in their real-life practices, offering inspiration for continued development of computational tools to support journalistic sourcing practices.

Our findings further reinforce the need for algorithmic transparency when designing for journalists, so that they can understand the algorithms shaping the curation of information and support their awareness of potential biases [14, 16]. A lack of transparency or trust could limit the uptake and reliance on such tools. Training and documentation is necessary to help journalists rely on the output of algorithms and use algorithm-based tools more efficiently. Building tools collaboratively with journalists, as P9 suggested, or participatory design more generally, may also be beneficial approaches so that journalists come to trust the results of such systems and see that their journalistic values are appropriately reflected [15]. Previous research has found that some news organizations have already worked with tech companies to ensure their goals are reflected in new technologies [2].

Our evaluation also showed some resistance from journalists to utilize algorithm-based sourcing tools in their sourcing practices since it is challenging to encode editorial interests using algorithms. Our prototype provides one simple way for incorporating editorial interests using a query by example method so that journalists could signal their expectations in the example queries. For other similar tools, we think it is important to provide flexibility and customization to journalists when designing tools for them since some participants mentioned their desire to override the algorithms, such as to create their own groups instead of using the automatically generated groupings, or to configure rankings based on customized weights as explored by CommentIQ [49]. Future work should consider how to mitigate journalists’ concerns around algorithms, for instance by focusing on algorithmic transparency, while also incorporating flexibility and customization to meet specific editorial needs.

6.2 Supporting Journalistic Sensemaking Processes

Pirolli and Card [53] proposed an influential sensemaking model consisting of two key loops of activities: the *foraging loop* (i.e., seeking information, searching and filtering, and reading and extracting information) and the *sensemaking loop* (i.e., schematizing, building cases, hypothesis generation and evaluation, and presentation). We found that these loops of activity explain journalists’ practices with our prototype fairly well, and journalists could enter into the loops at different starting points in terms of the prototype’s functionalities. Some participants started with reading and filtering using the groupings function and default ranking function then *re-ranking based on users’ example queries or selections* to build hypotheses.
around the UGC content. Other participants started with exploring their own hypotheses by re-ranking based on users’ example queries or selections and then reading and filtering the UGC data using the grouping function. Our prototype demonstrated a capability to assist journalists in approaching the data from both starting points, by allowing journalists to enter the process from either foraging or sensemaking loops.

One possible reason behind different starting points could be related to the different types of UGCs with which participants deal in their daily practices. For instance, call-outs may already reflect scheme or subtle hypotheses in the way they are structured or questions are framed, with relatively smaller size and higher commitment from more targeted community members [47]. Journalists have a tendency to read them all, searching and filtering next, and then propose hypotheses at the end of data exploration. However, once journalists are faced with larger data sizes, less structured and less quality UGC content, such as social media posts, they tend to start with their own hypotheses rather than going back to information gathering in the foraging loop. Another possibility for different starting points may be driven by the context and goals of particular journalists. An investigative journalist going deep on a topic may have a pre-existing hypothesis to confirm (i.e. deep reporting), whereas someone writing a round-up story of community reactions to an event needs to remain open to new information rather than constrained by a pre-existing hypothesis (i.e. wide reporting). We note that previous tools (e.g., Vox Civitas [18] and GroundTruth [73]) tend to primarily support one of the two loops in the sensemaking process. An interesting area for research would be to develop designs, perhaps similar to our prototype, that can be functional for multiple parts of the sensemaking model, so that journalists from different newsrooms with different practices could all benefit in their own way from the tool. In other words, because practices can vary greatly in terms of individual sensemaking needs, approaches, and goals, tools should be built with flexible entry points into the sensemaking loops.

In the next subsections, we discuss in more detail how several features of the prototype help with the foraging and sensemaking loops, as well as consider how future designs of journalistic tools could further support activities identified in the sensemaking model.

6.2.1 Foraging Loop and Grouping Function. The grouping function and default ranking in our prototype appeared to support journalists in their foraging loop, specifically in searching and filtering to extract and build schema. We believe similar grouping functions could further support the foraging loop by incorporating our participants’ feedback, such as keyword search and filters to exclude certain groups. Our findings also suggest that there may be a need to more effectively support initial exploration. Some journalists have the need and urge to initially explore UGC posts before they make selections or define search parameters. This was despite our evaluation scenario offering one hypothesis that journalists could already investigate (i.e., “go back” stories). Sourcing tools might better incorporate ways for their users to explore a dataset by providing them different angles to look at in the dataset. This could be achieved through clustering methods similar to those used in our prototype, along with an iterative grouping function based on users’ manual tagging. This could also involve developing additional newsworthiness detectors which help surface outliers, anomalies, or patterns that could serve as interesting entry points into the data [36].

6.2.2 Schematizing. The schematizing process in the sensemaking model reflects the exercise of organizing and representing evidence in some schematic way, which may for instance capture conceptual structure in the information space [53]. The grouping function in our prototype essentially operates as a schematizing component by providing journalists overviews of semantically related clusters in the UGC data. However, as participants mentioned, the labels of each grouping were not informative enough, and therefore the prototype failed to fully support the schematizing process. Future work should incorporate different labeling methods to help journalists better navigate and schematize the data. Research around cluster labeling promises several different approaches, such as summaries using cluster centroids [55] or cluster labeling enhancement using semantic resources such as Wikipedia and DBpedia [7, 29]. By utilizing different approaches, future research could explore what labeling techniques help journalists understand each cluster’s meaning most effectively. One way to think of this is as a journalistically sensitive summarization function, which highlights the meaning of a cluster in a way that is most meaningful to journalists searching for angles based on groupings of posts. Some participants also suggested various methods to support schematizing, including providing an overview and breakdown of relative size of each group, along with visual presentations of sentiment analysis of each group. Integrating pre-developed scheme (e.g. pro vs. con, left vs. right, or others [48]) could further help initial exploration of the data. Research on how to support schematizing in journalistic tools is largely nascent [46] but we believe this is an essential and promising area for future development to support the connection between journalistic foraging and sensemaking loops.

6.2.3 Sensemaking Loop and Re-ranking Function. Our re-ranking by queries and selection function provides a way for journalists to build cases and create their own hypotheses in the sensemaking loop. Another possibility to help journalists search for support of hypotheses would be to bootstrap short queries (e.g., keywords as suggested by participants) into longer comments that serve as more robust inputs. For instance, longer example queries could be produced using synthetic text generation [79]. Journalists could first start with keywords to generate example query sentences, then revise the generated sentences provided by algorithms as the actual example query (i.e., hypothesis) to search relevant posts from the dataset. A different way to generate longer queries would be to utilize crowdsourcing to have people write hypothetical or fictional texts that journalists can then choose from. Journalists might then rank the real posts from their datasets using these fictional crowdsourced texts to define an average word embedding. Future work could explore how journalists interact with such synthetic or crowdsourced content, and whether such query paradigms would be helpful for journalists to understand UGCs from new perspectives.
6.3 Limitations

Though our prototype shows promising results in helping journalists in their UGC sourcing approaches, here we also note several limitations. The first limitation of the study is that we designed and evaluated our prototype around only two scenarios based on wide-reporting (i.e., focusing on the specific angle of “go back” stories and then presenting as many viewpoints as possible, described in section 4.1). This limits the potential usage of the tool for a broader usage, specifically for deep reporting. Future work should explore design opportunities around supporting a deep reporting approach.

Second, due to data availability (as well as broader privacy issues), we focus on finding UGCs to source from, rather than actually connecting and sourcing from UGCs. A deployment in collaboration with a professional news organization could open up new ways to integrate contact information such as email or phone numbers into the process. Moreover, connecting and monitoring social media platforms could also be interesting for researchers to explore, as it could unlock other social context for each post contributor.

The third limitation of the study is that we asked participants to evaluate the system in a one-hour session, which might constrain their ability to interact with the prototype in a more ecologically valid way. Participants’ interactions with other tools (e.g. Screen-Door and Hearken, which were mentioned) could also have a potential impact on their use of the prototype and where it fits within a broader workflow. This suggests a need for more detailed training and longer deployments with journalists. In the future, we hope to work with newsrooms over a longer period of time to understand users’ thoughts and needs using their real datasets within actual workplace constraints [59].

Fourth, we think there are other technical approaches to implement content ranking and similarity, especially when journalists provide their own example input query. We were only able to evaluate and compare different embeddings using one call-out dataset provided by The Washington Post. Furthermore, there exist potential biases in pre-trained word embeddings (e.g., [3]). Future work should explore and evaluate different techniques to semantically rank data based on users’ short queries, being sure to incorporate more professional input from journalists in order to ensure fidelity to editorial interests and algorithmic transparency to journalists. Such “editorially aware” design of ranking systems may also be a useful approach for ensuring that journalistic values are adequately reflected in computational tools [15, 32, 40].

Fifth, we chose not to focus on the differences across UGC platforms, but to focus on the commonalities of text-based audience materials from various platforms to design a tool to address broader cross-platform applicability. Future work might consider more specific tools that take advantage of platform-specific data types and availability.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigate journalists’ sourcing needs and practices as they source UGC content, and design a prototype to support journalistic sourcing from UGCs. We articulate and contrast two UGC sourcing approaches: deep reporting and wide reporting, from our interview results with professional journalists. We furthermore report what journalists tend to look for in UGC posts, including personal experiences and expertise, community responses and trends, questions, and different viewpoints and opinions. We design a prototype for journalists to make sense of UGC posts and implement features for semantic ranking and grouping which support the tool’s design goals. Our evaluation results indicate that professional journalists could benefit from the design for their UGC sourcing practices, while also offering useful avenues for future designs to explore. We discuss our evaluation results in the context of an information sensemaking model [53], which offers further opportunities for researchers to better design tools and algorithms for journalistic sourcing practices and beyond.
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